Climate Change Quiz – how much do you know?
(You don’t need to print this quiz to complete it – just make a note of your answers
and check them against the answers at the end – no cheating now!)

1. Why is global temperature rising?
a due to natural cyclical fluctuations like the Ice
Age
b because human activity is generating
‘greenhouse gases’ which trap the sun’s heat in
the atmosphere as it radiates off the earth’s
surface, causing warmth to build up
c because too many people are watching Love
Island

2. What role does the ozone layer play in global
warming?
a it traps the sun’s heat in the atmosphere as it
radiates off the earth’s surface, causing warmth
to build up
b it protects the earth from harmful radiation from
the sun, except where there are holes
c it makes people all confused about how global
warming works

3. Although carbon dioxide is the most important
greenhouse gas because of the amount generated
by human activity, methane is twenty-five times as
damaging as CO2. How is methane emitted into the
atmosphere? (hint - there is more than one correct
answer)
a by ruminants (grass chewing animals) such as
cows and sheep
b by anaerobic decomposition in landfill sites
c by inadvertent leaks created through fracking
d by melting of the permafrost
e by eating too many Brussel sprouts

4. Climate scientists are concerned that if global
temperatures exceed 1.5oC positive feedback
mechanisms will come into play. What are positive
feedback mechanisms?
a when temperature change causes things to
happen that in turn trigger more temperature
change
b when global warming makes life harder for
countries you count as enemies
c when people encourage each other to ignore
climate change and have another G&T

5. Which country has the biggest carbon footprint
per head of population?
a China
b USA
c Australia

6. Roughly how much of China’s carbon footprint is
due to producing stuff for western consumption?
a one tenth
b a quarter
c a third

7. Why are biofuels not a
realistic answer to replacing fossil fuels?
(hint - there is more than one correct answer)
a because they take land away from food
growing (adding to pressure for deforestation),
making it harder to feed everyone (did you
know that half Europe’s harvest was lost in the
2018 heatwave?)
b because they are stupidly inefficient (the wheat
required to power a Toyota Corolla on
5 bioethanol for 1.1 miles could feed a person for
a day)
c because they have negative side effects on
biodiversity and soil quality which can threaten
our already-stressed ecosystems

8. How we choose to travel can have a big impact
on our carbon footprint, not only through the
emissions of the vehicle but also through the
energy required to manufacture and maintain it.
Test your knowledge of carbon impact of different
UK modes of transport by putting the following in
order of least to greatest impact per person per
mile:
a bicycle
b large 4x4 eg Landrover Discovery (carrying one
person)
c domestic passenger plane
d intercity train
e coach
f small efficient car eg Citroen C1 (carrying one
person)

9. The food we buy represents about 20% of the
average UK person’s carbon footprint.
Put the following in order of effectiveness in
reducing the carbon footprint of the average UK
diet
a avoid excessive packaging
b buy wonky fruit and veg
c eat seasonally and avoiding air-freighted and
hot-housed fruit and veg
d reduce your meat and dairy without going
vegetarian
e eat all the food you buy
f recycle your packaging
g cook in an energy efficient way eg using a
microwave, boiling with a lid on
h eat in your underpants

10. Play the banana game! Although they come from the other side of the world,
bananas are a fine example of a low carbon food – they come by boat, in their own
natural packaging and don’t require cold storage. They do have some sustainability
issues but that’s another story.
The carbon footprint of a banana is about 80g CO2e (grams of carbon dioxide
equivalent)
Guess how many bananas-worth of carbon footprint are in the following:
Some answers have been included to help you. When you’ve noted down all your answers on the
back of an old envelope, check your figures against those at the bottom of the page. Good luck!
How many
bananas?
1

1 pint of milk

2

1 500g of bottle of water

3

1 glass of average wine from anywhere in the world

4

1 pint of imported beer in a pub

5

1 pint of locally brewed cask ale in a pub

6

A large cappuccino

7

A mug of tea or coffee

8

1 kilo local boiled potatoes, boiled gently with the lid on

9

1 kilo local boiled potatoes, boiled furiously with the lid off

10

1 kilo of rice

11

1 large loaf of bread (800g)

12

1 kilo of hard cheese

13

1 leg of lamb (2 kilos)

14

1 steak (4oz)

15

A box of 6 eggs

16

A veggie burger

17

A 4oz cheeseburger

18

A 250g pack of local asparagus in season

19

A 250g pack of asparagus from Peru in January

20

A punnet of UK strawberries in season

21

A punnet of UK strawberries grown in a hot house in March

22

A kilo of locally grown loose standard-size tomatoes

23

A kilo of UK organic ‘on the vine’ cherry tomatoes in March

24

A toilet roll (recycled)

25

A toilet roll (virgin paper)

2

5

0.5

12.5

12.5

2

6

ANSWERS TO QUIZ:
1:b, 2:b, 3: all, 4:a, 5:b, 6:c, 7: all, 8: in order of least to greatest a, e, d, f, c, b, 9: e and d each represent a 25% potential
carbon saving on the typical UK diet, c 10%, g 5%, a 3-5%, f 2-3% and b 1%, h is just silly,
10: milk=9 bananas, wine=2, beer=6, ale=4, cappuccino=3, potatoes gently=8, potatoes furiously=15, rice=50, cheese=150,
lamb=475, steak=25, eggs=23, cheeseburger=31, local asparagus=1.5, flown-in asparagus=44, hot-housed strawbs=23, local
tomatoes=5, hot-housed cherry toms=625 yes 625! toilet roll (virgin)=9 bananas. Source for all the above: ‘How Bad are
Bananas? – the carbon footprint of everything’ by Mike Berners-Lee published by Profile Books. Well worth a read!

